
CHAPTER SIX 

PRODUTIVITY STAGNATION -AND ITS IMPACT ON 
PLANTATION LABOURERS 

The cultivation of t~a is not only labour intensive but· also highly labour 

· dependent. The labourers are the part and parcel of tea industry. So stagnation 

or development of the industry cor-respondingly affect the life and living of the 

plantation labours either in negative or in positive term. Thus before we proceed 

further to the problems under enquire, it would· be better to have some idea 

about the socio-economic background of the plantations labours. 

The Plantation Labourers in Darjeeling : A Resume 

Unlike Tera.i and Dooars where the plantations labourers are mostly immigrant 

Adivasis from Bihar and Madhyapradesh, in Darjeeling Hills almost the entire 

labour population belong to Nepali community. Possibly as the labour from the 

plains could not withstand the cold in Darjeeling environment they do not prefer 

to settle in the hills. However, the Nepalese, as they were accustomed to live in . 

cold and hilly areas, many of them preferred to migrate to Da~eeling and working 

there as plantation labourers. As the plantation labourers in Da~eeling aremostly 

Nepali, they also speak.in Nep;;~li even when they understand Hindi. 

Religion 

The plantation labourers of Darjeeling belong to three religious groups i.e. Hindu, 

Buddhist and Christian. In different gardens, the percentage of Hindu labourers 

was maximum. It was 50% to 80%. About 18% to 40% of labourers were 

Buddhists. The Christians were in minority, being only 2% to 10% in different 

gardens. 

Education 

Educational level of the tea garden labourers in· Darjeeling was somewhat 

satisfactory. Here eve_n women workers with matriculation are found engaged 

in plucking tea leaves in the gardens. Educational facilities available to the children 

of plantation workers are good. All the gardens are having primary schools and 

where the medium of instruction is Nepali/Gurkhali. In addition, almost every 

garden is having one or two English medium Kindergarten school. For post 

primary school education, the tea garden children go to Darjeeling or nearby 
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town on foot or by share taxi, because gardens do not provide any transport for 

school goers. Some labourers even keep their children in Darjeeling with their 

kin or in rented house for getting higher education. This shows their positive 

attitude towards education. The following table showing the percentage of I literates 

by Police Station supports this fact 

Table 6.1 : Percentage of literates by Police Station in Darjeeling Hills 

Police station 

Darjeeling- Pulbazar 
Jorebungalow- Sukhiapukri 
Rtmgli-Rungliot 
Kurseong 
Mirik 
Garubathan 

Population· 

52815 
60091 
30332 
38441 
27067 

9383 

Source : Data collected by author. 

Literate 

23898 
26798 
13061 
17725 
14108 
3433 

% of literates 

45.25 
44.60 
43.06 
46.11 
52.12 
36.59 

This needs mention in this context that among the sample gardens selected for 

the study, three gardens i.e Gardens E,G and I are located under Darjeeling

Pulbazar Police Station where the percentage of literates is 45.25 per cent. In 

Jorebungalow Police Station, three more gardens i.e A, C and H are situated 

where the percentage of literates is 44.60 percent. Within the jurisdiction of Rungli

Rungliot Police Station there are two gardens i.e B and D. The Garden J is 

situated under the. Kuseong Police Station where_the percentage of literates is 

46.11 per cent. The area under the police station where the maximum literate 

percentage could be found ( Mirik ) contains only one garden i.e Garden F. 

Housing 

In general, housing facilities provided to the labourers are good. They mostly live 

in pucca small sized quarters. For example, in garden E out of 711 houses, 623 

were of pucca and the rest were of katcha type. In Garden A out of 492 houses 

477 were pucca. Each of the house is having two rooms excluding kitchen and a· 

separate toilet. The pucca houses are made up of wood, cement and galvanized 

iron sheets. In some houses walls are made up of wood , in others the same is 

with RCC ( Reinforced Cement Concrete). The size qf the rooms are 10ft x 8ft 

and 8ft x 6ft. However, since the Napa lese are by habit lovers of beauty, all the 

labour quarters are found beautifully kept with seasonal flowers and potted plants. 

The houses which are situated in different labour lines or bastis are well connected 

by main road leading to the factory. The labourers however prefer to use short-
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cut roads for coming to the factory and which they call Chorbato. The permanent 

roads are generally used for transporting leaves, rations, fertilizers etc., and by 

the supervisory and managerial staff having transport facilities. 

Work participation 

Almost in all the gardens the proportion of female labourers was more than the 

males. Unlike Assam where child labour is still prevalent ,in Darjeeling children 

are not employed as labourers. Some Government regulations relating to labour 

employment and schooling facilities may be accounted for lesser inclination to 

work as child labourer. The female workers were mainly engaged in plucking of 

tea leaves and a few in the factory for sorting. The male workers do not like 

plucking. They think plucking as a.nori-manly work and if deployed, consider it 

a.s a punishment. They were mainly engaged in work like weeding, drainage, 

pruning etc. However, in pruning, some skilled/experienced female workers are 

also deployed. Since after completion of the alloted plucking task, the women 

workers can earn extra money by plucking extra leaves they normally earn more 

·than_ the male workers. Even then in the family the men a_re the chief decision

making-persons. The women in addition to their duty in the field, do the household 

chores, lookaftE?rthe kitchen garden and livestock, and do the marketing for the 

family. The men workers generally after their duty hours pass the time by playing 

cards and in drinks. 

Recreation 

The tea garden management hardly provides any recreational facilities to the 

labourers except a playground, that too in a very few gardens only. Except in 

one particular group of agency-house to which Gardens F and H belong, canteen 

· facilities are non- existent. There were also no recreational clubs. The labourers 

in their leisure hours generally play cards and carrom in groups and which often 

turn into gambling. Drinking is another means of recreation particularly among 

the male labourers. The female labourers are not always away from it. But they 

enjoy it mainly on Sundays and other holidays which often causes more 

absenteeism on Mondays. A good number of labourers are owning personal 
. . I 

Television sets in their houses with Dish antenna. Being music (instrumental 

and Western) loving people, ,the Nepali labourers in many gardens have their 

own musical troops. 
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Creches 

To conform to the PLA creches are provided to the labourers. Normally creches 

are built ih pucca house with water facilities adjacent to it. In a creche milk is 

provided at the rate of 250 ml per child. 

Income 

When employed in a tea garden, a labourer, in addition to his normal daily wages 

of Rs. 32.30 also gets subsidised foodgrain (Ration) @ Rs. 0.47 per kg for rice 

and atta (wheat). Their quantity is made available in the following ratio : 

Atta Rice Actual benefit 
in terms of (Rs)* 

Adult 2.30 kg/person/week 1.0 kg 19.79 
Dependent Adolescent 1.50 kg/person/week 1.0 kg 15.52 
Dependent child 700 gm/person/week 500gm 7.50 

*Calculated on the basis of the fact the gardens purchase Atta and Rice 

@ Rs. 580 and Rs. 800 per Quintal respectively. 

The labourers enjoy the ration facility in addition to the following fringe benefits 

they usually get from the management. 

Kinds of Benefit Enjoyed by Tea Wo~kers 

Type of worker Housing P.F. Paid leave Gratuity Bonus 

Resident permanent I I I _/ I 
Outside permanent X I I _I I 
Temporary X X X X I 

The Pluckers also get extra leaf price (ELP) as an incentive. This is given only 

when a plucker do plucking after completion of his/her alloted task. This task 

varies from garden to garden, even by month depending upon the growth of 

leaves. Considering the growth of leaves, intensity of flush and availability of 

labour the manager identifies the need of extra plucking. The wage rate of ELP 

is flat throughout the year in some gardens. For instance in Garden E, it was Rs .. 

2.25 per kg of extra leaf, whereas in Garden A it was different in different months 

ranging from Rs. 2.50 per kg in March to Rs. 1.30 in the month of August. In 
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case of the temporary labourers , the task given is more. However, their rate of· 

ELP is also more. 

Apart from daily wages, the plantation labors were having additional income 

from animal husbandry. In few cases.- cultivation of ginger and oranges by 

labourers was a good source of extra income. Some of the labourers also run 

small shops where they sell essential commodities like cigarettes, vegetables , 

sweet bits etc. Almost in all labour lines two or three such small shops are there 

and which are managed by the old women in the family or the women labourers 

in their pastime. 

It has been observed by the author that in Darjeeling tea gardens even in 

economically solvent families, the women folk prefer to work in the garden. 

There is a woman plucker in Garden E whose one son is a captain in the Indian 

Army and another is a school teacher in Bijanbari. Despite that she is working 

as a regular plucker. 

Medical facilities of different nature are available to the plantation labourers. 

Some gardens are having hospital or dispensary. Practically all the gardens (A 

to J) under study are having either hospital or dispensary or visiting doctors. 

Moreover, some gardens are registered members of Darjeeling and Dooars 

Medical Association (DDMA) which has well equipped nursing home of its own, 

and the doctors fro_m this DDryiA visit the gardens periodically. The ga_rdens 

devoid of such medical facilities send their patients to the subdivisional hospital 

located at Darjeeling town for treatment. 

Impact of productivity stagnation on socio-economic life of the 
plantation labourers 

Earlier, we have discussed the extent of stagnation in the tea plantations of 

Darjeeling in terms of decline in productivity of tea. Let us examine how the 

same is affecting the life and living of the plantation labourers. 

The most immediate impact of stagnation is the increase of casualization in 

employment of the plantation labour and which will be evident from Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 : Percentage of resident and temporary workers and dependent per 

resident workers in Darjeeling and at national level 

1971 1995 %increase 
or decrease 

Resident workers Darjeeling 95.75 88.11 7.64 
as % of the total 
work force National level 85.57 .96 4.61 

Temporary Darjeeling 3.85 7.35 (+) 3.5 
workers as% 
of the total work National level 10.07 12.77 (+) 2.7 
force 

Dependent per Darjeeling 1.67 1.31 (-) 0.36 
resident 
worker National level 1.51 1.38 (-)0.13 

Total Darjeeling 47911 68301 42.56 
workers 

National level 872143 1126106 29.12 

Source : Author's estimate out of data available from Tea Statistics, different years, Tea 

Board, India. 

It is true that as compared to 1971, in 1995 more workers were employed in 

Darjeeling as well as in the. country as ~whole. It is also evident from the above. 

table that the growth rate of the plantation labourers in Darjeeling was higher 

(42.56%) during the period 1971-95 as compared to national average (29.12%). 

However, during the same period there was also certain increase (3.50%) in the 

proportion of temporary workers in Darjeeling tea gardens. As a result, here the 

proportion of resident workers to total plantation workers has reduced more as 

compared to national average. 

Stagnation in productivity may have thus reduced the proportion of resident 

plantation workers and at the same time increased the ratio of temporary workers 

to total workforce. So in the labour front, not only the casualisation has increased, 

but as a result of casualisation, they are being deprived from certain special 

facilities available to the permanent workers as per the labour laws. Amongst 

these facilities, the most lucrative one is the housing facility for a permanent 

worker. As being temporary workers, the casual labourers are not entitled to 

enjoy housing facility. 
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The tea garden work has lost its charm because of gradual shrinkage of enjoyment 

benefits to its workers. And a large number oftea labourers are therefore coming 

to nearby towns in search of other employments like trade and working as 

porters. There is a garden near Darjeeling town which, in last few years, remained 

closed for a number of times and presently is in a bad shape both financially 

and productivitywise. A good number of labourers from this garden are now· 

working as casual labourers in road construction or as labourers in road 

construction or as coolie in Darjeeling town. Those labourers regularly commute 

from ·the garden to their present place of work. But in few cases some labourers 

have permanently shifted their residence from garden to the towns where they 

are presently working. The superintendent of garden C and G informed that due 
- ' 

to productivity stagnation, the working as temporary plantation labourers has 

become less remunerative. So some of the earlier temporary workers are leaving 

the gardens in search of other suitable employment and settling at their place 

of work In this process their families are becoming disintegrating. 

Along with the increased casualisation of plantation labourers, certain interesting 

changes have been recorded also in the deployment of labourers per unit of 

land in the tea gardens and in labour productivity. 

Table 6.3: Productivity of labour in kg and labour employed per hectare in 

Darjeeling Tea Industry by years 

Production/labour Labour/ha 

1870 91.79 1.87 
1872 107.84 2.1'1 
1971 265.06 2.13 
1972 . 258.53 2.44 
1973 259.72 2.42 
1974 260.68 2.49 
1975 242.77 2.45 
1976 247.74 2.55 
1977 249.98 2.55 
1978 249.03 2.55 
1979 238.23 2.47 
1980 275.93 2.39 
1981 271.35 2.34 
1982 306.51 2.37 
1983 307.78 2.35 
1984 290.63 2.32. 
1985 279.22 2.34 
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1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

Production/labour 

222.48 
239.99 
231.19 
236.61 
301.34 
292.46 
270.72 
279.61 
188.59 
191.86 

Source: Tea Statistics, different years. 

2.33 
2.52 
2.60 
2.56 
2.39 
2.37 
2.36 
2.41 
3.05 
3.11 

Labour/ha 

Table 6.3 shows that with the passage of time (in last 125 years) the labour 

employed per hectare in tea garden has only marginally gone up. Such a change 

has taken place probably due to improvement of cultural practices involving 

more operations. In the earlier days the number of spraying for pest control was 

less, use of herbicides was unheard of and application of fertilizers was also 

less. Thus along with the improvement of technology, the rate of deployment of 

labourers in the plantations has changed. 

In the productivity front also there was observed a positive change in production 

per labour till the early eighties. Production per labour increased from 91.79 kg 

in 1870 to 307.78 kg in 1983. However, since 1983 there is a declining trend in 

the said ratio and which needs further probing. This apart, although a positive 

change has been achieved in the productivity per labour, and the labour employed 

per hectare it has not helped the permanent plantation labourers in any way. 

Because as it appears from Table 6.2, certain marginal increase in the labourers 

deployed per hectare has taken place only by adding more temporary plantation 

workers in the gardens and to whom management is not liable to provide the 

statutory benefits like housing, electricity, etc. 

Labourer deployment per hectare often remains static possibly due to old age 

of the bushes and the vacancy prevailing in the gardens.' Let us look into how 

these two factors are affecting the labour employment pattern in the tea gardens. 

A younger bush is always healthier than a older one. In the case of former we 

normally find more plucking points. So in a comparatively younger section more 

labourers are required for doing plucking operation than in an older section and 

especially in case of those sections which are more than 100 years old. Thus 
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the old age factor directly reduces the need of hired hands and adversely affect 

the employment situation of the labourers. In terms of earning also, similar 

effect has been noticed as the lesser plucking ~oints lead to less harvesting. 

That involved no or less earnings in terms o( extra leaf price (ELP) and ultimately 

lesser earning per day for a labourer. 

Normally in the peak ha_rvesting season and for plucking a dense section having 

no vacancy and kept level offskiffed (LOS), 10 pluckers are required per hectare. 

Such a section of 10 hectares will thus require 100 labourers for plucking. But if 

the same section suffers from a vacancy at a rate of 15%, it will require only 85 

labourers instead of 100. Thus the vacancy factor directly affects the employment 

of the labourers in the tea gardens. 

In a tea garden the personnel who are authorised to allot work or deploy labourers 

do not allot _labourers according _to the vacancy situation of a section of the 

garden. They depute the equal number of labourers to a compact or a vacant 

section. But in case of a vacant section the labourers normally complete their 

jobs early and then they are a_sked to move to a nearby section. So, they do not 

get any work relief, rather they are tactfully utilized by their supervisors. In this 

process, they are being_deprived in terms of employment as the same number 

of labourers complete the work for more areas. In case of plucking, they also 

~lose on their ELP earnings_. Because in a section with older bushes, in addition 

to vacancy, there are less plucking points and whic-h results in less harvest due 

to non availability of sufficient number of pluckable shoots. Given below a 

comparative statement of labourers required for different operations per hectare 

in a tea garden for a compact section and a section having 15% vacancy. }hat 

may help to comprehend that how the vacancy factor affect the labour 

employment pattern. 
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Table 6.4 : Difference of requirement of mandays for different operations 

in a compact section and a section having 15% vacancy 

Operations Mandays required per hectare Mandays required per hectare in a 
in a compact section section having 15% vacancy 

Plucking 15 (UP) 13 
7 (LP) 6 

Sickling 8 8 

Foliar Spraying 2.5 2 
Application of 
weedicides 2.5 2.5 
Pesticide spraying 2.5 2 
Pruning - LP 108 90 

DS 94 80 
MS 80 68 
LS 10 8 

329.5 279.5 

Source : Data collected by the author. 

Above table shows that due to 15% vacancy in a section the total labourers 

deployed in various operations has been reduced to 279.5 mandays as opposed 

to 329.5 mandays in case of a compact section. 

There ·are many ill effects of perpetu?l stagnation on the fife and living of the 

plantation labourers. Closure of some tea estates followed by acute productivity 

stagnation has badly affected the economic life of the labours. For instance, in 

the closed down tea gardens like Pashok and Vah-Tukvarfew labourers in their 

own risk were plucking the leaves in seasons and selling those to the nearby 

running gardens. Most of them were found jobless and a few have shifted over 

to other occupations/jobs which are also not available in plenty in the locality. 

They are now living in a very precarious condition. 

Some of the erstwhile plantation labourers and their family members are now 

engaged in automobile driving and transport business. Some young people now 

prefer driving between garden and the nearest town or between important places 

within the town with their jeeps. A few of them are engaged to carry the tourists 

to different sight seeing spots/places. Tourism was always a means of livelihood 

for the other local people. But due to stagnation in tea industry more and more 

people are now getting involved in this job. Had these people been absorbed in 
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the tea industry as a permanent workers they could not have shifted to other 

occupations. 

It has been observed that along with the stagnation in land productivity, the 

profitability ofthe garden also suffers. That ultimately leads to less bonus amount, 

altercation between the labourers and the management on bonus issue, and 

labour unrest on other related matters. All those consecutively affect the 

production adversely leading to more stagnation. In Darjeeling tea gardens and 

particularly before Durga puja/Dassera, the time which has been fixed for paying 

bonus, now labour unrest is a common phenomenon baring a few gardens. The 

incident of unrest was more pronounced particularly in the gardens which are 

kept closed during the winter months. There is a garden near Sonada and 

another one adjacent to Darjeeling, which are kept closed during the non flushing 

period leaving behind the labourers working there practically jobless. Since in 

winter no harvest is possible and when certain costly operations like pruning, 

drainage, etc. are required, the management prefers to close those gardens at 

that time. In the month of March-April when the bushes start producing leaves 

the labourers are again put back to their works and remain in the garden upto 

the flushing period. Due to lack of care in proper management of the bushes, 

the productivity of those gardens are ,gradually diminishing. Moreover, in the 

gardens where stagnation is more pronounced, they encounter with labour unrest 

quite frequently. On the whole, as social effect of stagnation, the occupational .. . ~ . 

pattern, family structure and social values of the plantation·labourers a·re changing 

fast. And there is an urgent need to examine the nature of those changes from 

sociological point of view not only for the interest of the tea industry but also for 

the welfare of labourers working there. 
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